VULNERABLE SOFTWARE CAN LEAD TO #RANSOMWARE ATTACKS

Aware Alice is working from home. She receives a message asking her to update her corporate software. She checks with her IT department and runs the update.

In the meantime, Bad Bob is using automated tools to find and attack vulnerable devices.

Aware Alice did the right thing. Keeping corporate devices’ operating systems and applications updated helps safeguard businesses against criminals.

Be like Alice, stay alert and get familiar with your company’s safety policies.

PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS FROM #RANSOMWARE

REMEMBER: PROTECT YOUR DEVICES AND FILES BY FOLLOWING SIMPLE PREVENTION ADVICE.

1. KEEP YOUR SYSTEMS UP TO DATE
2. USE VPN WHEN CONNECTING TO PUBLIC WI-FI
3. SECURE YOUR TELEWORKING EQUIPMENT

FOR MORE TIPS, VISIT: https://www.nomoreransom.org